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ABSTRACT
Architected materials (or mechanical metamaterials) derive their
macroscopic properties from a carefully engineered small-scale
structural architecture – rather than from composition and
microstructure as in conventional materials. What started with
acoustic metamaterials for controlling linear waves has since
been extended to material systems with, e.g., optimized stiffness,
strength, toughness, and damping for a myriad of engineering
applications. Being a playground for experimentalists and
modelers alike, this area makes the interface between materials
and structures dissolve, while offering a tremendous design space for enhanced material functionality. In
this seminar, we will discuss opportunities and challenges in the development of architected cellular solids
with interesting, peculiar, and beneficial mechanical properties stemming from the careful design of the
underlying periodic or functionally-graded unit cell. We draw inspiration from nature and adopt materiallevel design principles at the structural level, which results in lightweight solids with beneficial and tunable
stiffness, strength, and toughness. Moreover, we show how reconfigurable and adaptive unit cells can be
exploited to provide structural-level analogs of solid-solid phase transformations (not only qualitatively
but also quantitatively mimicking material-level microstructural phenomena). Such systems show potential
for soft robots, mechanical logic, and deployable structures.
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